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Honorable Partners, Prospective Sponsors,
It is our great pleasure to introduce you the idea of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth
for Business. It is an honor for us to present you the second edition of the event.
The Forum was founded as a platform for discussion and development between the
current and future generation of leaders, where students from top Polish and Chinese
universities, that is the University of Warsaw and China University of Political Science
and Law, can meet economic, business and law experts.
The platform is designed to generate an environment for facilitating exchange of
ideas and dialogue concerning differences and similarities between Chinese and
Polish aspects of managerial styles, administration challenges and law regulations.
We all strongly believe that the Warsaw-Beijing Forum’s discussions tackling the
various aspects of Polish and Chinese issues of law and economy have a chance of
being echoed in decisions and projects that will shape the future relations between
our countries.
We would like to emphasize that our motivation and commitment were not the sole
reasons behind the success of previous edition. It is the support from Partners and
Sponsors that continuously enables us to develop and broaden our horizons. We
have a clear vision for the future to relentlessly pursue growth opportunities placing
an even greater emphasis on academic and business cooperation.
With wishes of a fruitful cooperation,

Members of The Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of China
Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business Team
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MAIN IDEA

OF WARSAW-BEIJING FORUM
Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business is a project organized by the
Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of China, established at the
University of Warsaw. The aim of the project is to build a forum for dialogue
and cooperation between students from Beijing, China and Warsaw,
Poland. The project is divided into Polish and Chinese part, taking place
in Warsaw and Beijing. The participants of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum are
granted a great amount of specific knowledge and unique experience
of being a part of the innovative platform of social and international
dialogue for the benefit of Poland and China.

THE PURPOSE

The purpose of the project is to develop
entrepreneurial skills and cooperation between
students from Poland and China. The Warsaw-Beijing
Forum’s leading idea is Polish-Chinese cooperation,
which involves not only the representatives of main
companies and government, but also the students
from the top universities of Poland and China.
The second edition of the project focused on the
creation of a platform for constant and productive
dialogue between Chinese and Polish young
professionals. The platform is designed to establish
an environment for an exchange of ideas and dialogue
concerning differences and similarities between
Chinese and Polish aspects of managerial styles,
administration challenges and law regulations. This
essential knowledge will enable young professionals
to succeed within the Polish and Chinese markets
in the very near future. While promoting the
entrepreneurial skills and knowledge, Warsaw-Beijing
Forum was also established to promote Poland in the
People’s Republic of China and to overcome cultural
and geographical barriers between the two countries.
The purpose is to show the Polish culture and to boost
the interest in Poland as a country worth seeing for its
beauty, delicious cuisine, interesting touristic routes
and interesting history.
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THE WARSAW PART

The first part was held in Warsaw between 20th-27th of
May 2015. Students from China University of Political
Science and Law took part in lectures, workshops
and meetings with Chinese companies who conduct
business in Poland, Polish enterprises conducting
business in China, global law firms, Polish ThinkTanks and economic institutions. The diversity of
the meetings allowed the Chinese students to gain
knowledge about Poland, its history, economy and
legal system.

THE BEIJING PART

The second part was held in Beijing between
14th-21st of October 2015. Similarly, Polish students
visiting Beijing had the opportunity to broaden their
knowledge about the economy, legal system and
culture of the People’s Republic of China. They took
part in lectures and workshops with their peers from
Beijing.
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OVERVIEW

CHINA & POLAND

CHINA

has the largest and the most
complex economy in the world.
Since the introduction of economic reforms in 1978
the country has become one of the world’s fastestgrowing major economies. In 2014, according to the
International Monetary Fund, China has emerged as
the world’s biggest economy beating the USA first
time in 142 years. Figures show the Chinese economy
is worth $17.61 trillion and the IMF estimates it will be
worth a $27 trillion in 2019. China is also the world’s
largest exporter and importer of goods.

Growth will remain driven largely by investment
but will require a re-acceleration in productivity.
In contrast to the fast-growth environment of past
years, China is now pursuing a more sustainable
growth pattern. China’s transition is multifaceted –
from rural to urban, public to private, investment to
consumption and manufacturing to services. The
Third Plenum in late 2013 set out the associated
roadmap, ahead of the start of the 13th Five-Year Plan
(2016-20).

The stable FDI level shows that the country is still an
attractive destination for foreign investment. Perhaps
the most significant development in the FDI arena in
the past few years is the growth in FDI in the service
sector. In 2014, services attracted US$66.2 billion in
FDI, up 7.8 percent year-on-year.

POLAND

with its steady economic
growth
and
political
stability, is an excellent country not only for European
but global investments. Poland is the only European
country which has not experienced a recession, but
instead, has reached the fastest pace of economic
growth on the continent. Furthermore, Poland’s
favorable location in Central Europe on the crossroads
of the main trading routes facilitates exports and
imports worldwide as well as opens the door to the
foreign investment market throughout the EU.

Poland offers many investment incentives such as
industrial and technology parks as well as fourteen
special economic zones providing tax breaks that will
remain operational through at least 2026. According
to the Financial Times report “Global Free Zones of
the Future 2014”. Łódź Special Economic Zone is the
winner of the European SME category. The report also
listed: Katowice Special Economic Zone, Wałbrzych
Special Economic Zone (commended for soft landing
services), Pomeranian Special Economic Zone
(commended for the CSR practices).

Poland was ranked fourth in Europe by international
companies as top prospective investment destinations
for 2013-2015. Foreign investors indicated Poland as
the most attractive location for new projects in Central
and Eastern Europe. Poland is also a leader in CEE
region in terms of number of projects in the field of
R&D – mainly due to large and growing IT industry.

Warsaw-Beijing Forum
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PARTICIPANTS
BEIJING TEAM

liu dawei
Position: Vice Dean of Law School
University: CUPL
Liu Dawei is the Vice Dean and Party Secretary of the Law School of China University of Political Science
and Law. His fields of specialty are Law and Educational Administration of Law. He is the director of Legal
Aid Center of Beijing Education Union and the director of the Beijing Institute of the Legal Protection for the
Elderly.

Cong wensheng
Position: Professor of Law School
University: CUPL
Cong Wensheng, Professor of China University of Political Science and Law. He studied in the Royal
Military College of Science of Cranfield University, UK. He is a director of China Law Society, a director of
Chinese Society of International Law, the Security-General of Military Law Institute of China Law Society
and a executive director of Constitution Law Institute of China Law Society. His fields of specialty are
Constitutional Law, Military Law, International Law, and Law of War.

wang xinyu
Position: Professor of Law School
University: CUPL
Wang Xinyu, PHD, Philosophy Postdoctoral Fellow, an Associate Professor of Law at the China University of
Political Science and Law, Visiting Scholar at the Emory University Law School USA. Her fields of specialty
are Jurisprudence, Feminist Legal Theorists, Family Law, and Comparative Law. Professor Wang is a Director
of Comparative Law Research Society and Director of Dong Biwu’s Legal Theory Research Society.

wang jiaqi
Position: Student Counselor of Law School
University: CUPL
Wang Jiaqi is an Associate Professor at the China University of Political Science and Law. She is the Student
Counselor of Law School and her field of specialty is Higher Education. In 2012 she was awarded the
“Excellent Instructor of Beijing”. In 2010 and 2012, she won the first prize in the essay competition of the
Theory of Student Work of CUPL.
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Zhu Lishan
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
Last year she had an internship at local court and she volunteered as a teacher. She has scored 563 points
in CET-6, which is a Chinese national examination proficiency in English. She is interested in reading and
jogging. She is preparing for a postgraduate career.

Bao Jingxin
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
After finishing her undergraduate education at China University of Political Science and Law, she was
recommended for admission to graduate school with a one-year scholarship. This is her first year in
graduate school. She can speak fluent English.

Guan Huiwen
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law
He received numerous awards for academic competition, student cadres and social practice related
awards. He passed the National Judicial Examination for a Certificate A and got Finance Seniority Card. He
speaks English fluently.

Sun Leilei
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law
She is an outgoing girl with a warm heart and was devoted to volunteering during the undergraduate years,
and was awarded in Volunteer Service. She also won Outstanding Student Scholarship of China University
of Political Science and Law twice and New Postgraduate Student Scholarship. She speaks communicative
English. She loves traveling.

Wang Shishuo
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Constitutional Law
He was awarded a scholarship of practice and research during the summer holiday, supported by Allen &
Overy LLP, in 2012. He gained experience as a volunteer in western China. He took part in the exchanging of
visits in National Chengchi University (Taiwan). He has a good command of English, and plans on learning
basic Japanese.
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Yang Mingyu
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law
She is especially interested in Public Finance Law, and had published an essay on the journal JimenFaxue.
She had won the student’s scholarship of China University of Political Science and Law for three times.
She scored 7.0 in the IELTS exam and she is able to speak Japanese. She loves doing yoga and has been
a certificated yoga coach for one year. She has been admitted by a law school in USA to further her studies.

Zhang zhaoxi
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law and Economics
She loves to explore the regulatory differences among different countries, and she is currently writing her
MA thesis on the impact of Deposit Insurance on the economy of China. Presently she is conducting an
internship at the Lantai Partners law firm. She is fluent in English.

Yao tianyu
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Jurisprudence
He gained experience in a legal aid organization providing legal assistance for half a year. He has participated
in three provincial and ministerial level research projects and one school level graduate innovative project.
He has been awarded with various scholarships for his academic achievements and scientific research.

han bing
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Constitutional Law
He had social practices in law firm last year and has joined some voluntary activities. He scored 576
points in CET-6 and published a paper in Legality Vision. During his studies he won the “excellent student”
honorary title and was awarded second scholarship. He is preparing for a PhD degree.

Wu peixian
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Constitutional Law
He passed the National Judicial Examination in 2012. He was the chairman of the Student Union of the Law
School. He led school level graduate innovative project. He was awarded with a “Excellent Student Cadre”,
“Merit Student” and “Outstanding Volunteer” award in 2013—2015.
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Ding hanyu
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law and Economics
Ding gained experience in Xicheng District People’s Court, Huarong International Trust Co., Ltd., China
Banking Regulatory Commission and Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP law firm. She is interested in
capital market laws and regulations and foreign commercial laws. She has a good command of English.

Shao shuai
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Chinese Legal History
He was a volunteer leader of the Red Cross association. He was an intern in People’s Court and in a law firm
in Hunan province. He is fluent in various Chinese dialects and speaks communicative English.

Yang QIAN
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Legal Theory
She is the winner of National Scholarship and many other scholarships. She has been an exchange student in Tilburg
University in Netherlands last year. She gained experience working as an intern at the Supreme People’s Court and
in law firms as a legal assistant. Moreover, she participated as a volunteer for Shanghai Cooperation Organization
Summit in 2012. She translated a professional paper written by Brian Bix. Currently she is working on a translation of
a book on legal philosophy by John Finnis. She has a good command of spoken and written English. Furthermore,
she speaks German at an intermediate level, Spanish and Dutch at a basic level.

feng shiting
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Law and Economics
She had worked for KPMG CPA firm (Beijing office) as an professional auditor for more than three years, where she has gained
rich experience and expertise in business mergers and acquisitions, Initial Public Offering and annual audit. She also holds the
Certificate of Accounting Professional and the Certificate of Security Qualification. Presently, she is doing research in the field
of law and economics, especially the economic analysis of law, law and financial regulation. She speaks Chinese and English.

zhang song
Position: Participant
University: CUPL
Major: Administrative Law
He has been involved in many academic projects. Recently he is particularly focused on governmental
regulation theory. He was awarded Wanshan scholarship. He has a two-year experience in working in a
law firm. He was also a volunteer in a labor union as a legal adviser. He has served as a jury in several
administrative cases at the intermediate people’s court of Tai’an.
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PARTICIPANTS
POLISH TEAM

Piotr GrzEbYk
Position: Academic Supervisor
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
Mobility Coordinator, Head of the School of Polish Law, Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Law at University
of Warsaw. Board Member of the European University Centre at Peking University. Judicial assistant in the
Supreme Court. Holds the Diploma in an Introduction to English Law and the Law of the European Union,
University of Cambridge, 2006. Author of inter alia Jurisdiction in employment matters according to 44/2001
Regulation, Wolters 2011 and Collective Labour Law. Case-law, CH Beck 2010 (both in Polish). Visiting
professor in Ljubljana, Zagreb, Sofia and Beijing (Peking University Law School, China University of Political
Science and Law, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences). In 2014 awarded in the Mentoring programme of the
Foundation for Polish Science.

PAULIA UZNAŃSKA
Position: Main Project Coordinator & Marketing Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Chinese Studies
She was granted Dean’s Scholarship for the Best Students at the University of Warsaw. She gathered
experience while working at the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Beijing. She gained proficiency in
English through participating in business language courses in London. She is interested in foreign policy of
China. She speaks fluent English, Chinese and basic Spanish.

KATARZYNA KAPTUR
Position: Finance Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
Gained experience at legal offices in Warsaw and at the Embassy of Republic of Poland in Beijing. Provided
legal help at the Academia Iuris Foundation Legal Clinic. Granted Dean’s scholarship at University of Warsaw
and Chinese Government Scholarship. Interested in corporate law and Chinese philosophy. Speaks English,
German, and Chinese.

BEATA WALCZYNA
Position: Logistics Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law

She was granted Rector’s Scholarship for the Best Students at the University of Warsaw. She was the
Vice President for Marketing European Law Students’ Association Warsaw. Currently she is gaining her
professional experience in one of the insurance companies. Advanced skills in English, elementary
command of legal English and basic command of Chinese.
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PIOTR MEJSSNER
Position: Partners Coordinator
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations
During his studies, he has gathered his professional experience working on several internships and
projects, both international and Polish. Professionally, he is interested in international economic relations,
doing business and multicultural differences in business. Privately, he loves Chinese history, culture and
language. Fluent in English and beginner in Chinese.

MAREK ROZUM
Position: Participant, Finance Team
University: Warsaw School of Economics
Major: Finance and Accounting
During his studies he finished extracurricular programs in Hanover and Debrecen. Having international
project experience in the areas of M&A, corporate finance and banking, gained in management consulting,
financial institutions and legal offices, Marek speaks fluent English and German. Due to his involvement in
many academic and NGO initiatives Marek was awarded with numerous scholarships.

MACIEJ BARTOŚ
Position: Participant Finance Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
He had an internship in the legal office of a leading national company. Last year he participated in British
Law Course conducted by the British Law Centre. This academic year he is going to study at the University
of Valencia, Spain on the basis of LLP Erasmus agreement. Speaks fluent English and learns Spanish.

MICHAŁ STOCHMAL
Position: Participant, Finance Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Interdisciplinary Economic-Managerial Studies
He has started his professional career in one of banking institutions. He worked in various departments
seeking an appropriate place for himself. Michał participated in youth exchange in Baranivka (Ukraine).
Speaks fluent English and has basic skills in French. He is a real sports enthusiast and he is a semiprofessional table-tennis player.

JUSTYNA ZIEMBA
Position: Coordinator, Partners Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Finance and Accounting
She is a second year masters’s degree student. She studies Finance, Accounting, and Insurances. Currently
she is an exchange student at the Nanhua University in Taipei. Two years ago she participated in “WeExplore
China” volunteer programme in Hunan Province. She joined Student’s Organization for Law and Economy 3
years ago. Moreover, she works in the financial insurance area. She enjoys playing basketball and watching
musical movies. She speaks fluent English and Chinese on the daily basis.
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AGNIESZKA FIJAŁKOWSKA
Position: Participant, Partners Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations, Management
Particularly interested in the economic relations, trade and investments in Asia-Pacific region which
became the inspiration for her master thesis. She has gained her professional experience in Trade and
Investment Promotion Sections of Polish Embassy in Paris. She speaks fluent English, French, Spanish and
she learns Russian.

PIOTR GOŁDA
Position: Participant, Partners Team
University: Warsaw School of Economics
Major: Economics, International relations
He is a member of Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of China at the University of Warsaw.
Gained experience in corporate banking in several international financial institutions. He is currently
employed in HSBC. He speaks advanced English, intermediate German and has elementary command of
Chinese.

MARCIN PROKOP
Position: Participant, Partners Team
University: Warsaw School of Economics
Major: Finance and Accounting
He spent one year abroad an exchange at Duiwai Jingmao Daxue in Beijing, studying Chinese and Economy
of China. In Poland, he gathered his financial experience while working in several, both Polish and foreign
banks. Interested in financial markets and engineering, as well as travelling and basketball. Speaks fluent
English and German, currently continues studying Chinese.

DIEU HANG DO VAN
Position: Participant, Marketing Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Finance and International Investments
She gains her professional experience in Finance and Controlling in insurance company. She is also a board
member of student organization, Enactus which aims to promote entrepreneurship among young people.
She was an ambassador of Vietnamese youth from Poland. She speaks fluent English, Vietnamese and
learns German.

OLGA SMĘTEK
Position: Participant, Marketing Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Chinese Studies, Philosphy
Interested in philosophy and Chinese culture, participant of summer Chinese language course at Fudan
University. She volunteered at various film festivals and took part in Academic Polish Model United Nations.
She speaks English fluently, Spanish at an advanced level and is currently learning Chinese and Swahili.
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JAKUB WIECH
Position: Press Secretary, Participant, Marketing Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
Jakub gained his professional experience while working for the major law firms in Poland. Interested in energy
law, he developed his skills in the field during his work for the Polish Energy Regulatory Office. He completed
the American Law Classes course ran by the University of Florida. Jakub also worked as a volunteer for the
Refugees’ Section of the Legal Clinic at the Faculty of Law of the University of Warsaw. He is also an author of
several publications that analyze the relations between law and literature. He speaks English and basic Russian.

MAGDALENA TRAWIŃSKA
Position: Participant, Marketing Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
Magdalena is interested in commercial relations between Poland and China and its legal aspects. She
gained experience in international relations as a part of the team creating modern art in places such as
Shanghai, Istanbul, Italy and in Law while working in worldwide Law firm. Magdalena speaks fluent English
and works on improving her basic Chinese.

MARCIN ŚWIDER
Position: Participant, Marketing Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: East Asia Studies
He is a person highly involved in the international integration. Studying international relations at three different
universities in Poland, China and Russia gave him a deep understanding of the topic in a variety of dimensions.
He fluently speaks English and Russian, he has an intermediate level of Mandarin and moderate fluency in
German. His current job is organizing an entrance of the Polish food industry company into the Chinese market.

ANETA STAŚKIEWICZ
Position: Participant, Marketing Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law, Journalism and Communication
She has developed her interests in the EU and international law, comparative studies and ADR during
studying at Sciences Po Paris, attending a course in American Law as well as gaining experience in law
firms in Poland and Spain. A member of the University of Warsaw’s team ranked 3rd in the world in
10th ICC International Mediation Competition.

ALEKSANDRA BRODOWSKA
Position: Participant, Logistics Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law, Arabic studies
She is interested in international relations, cultural heritage law, investment law, environmental law, history
of legal thought, and European Union legal system. Since high school, she is actively involved in parliamentary
debates, had experience on both national and international level. She speaks fluent English, advanced French
and Russian, communicative Arabic and Hebrew, plans to start Chinese in the next academic year.
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FRANCESCA RISSO
Position: Participant, Logistics Team
University: University of Warsaw/University of Maastricht
Major: Law
Gained experience in international relations through participation in various student conferences, most
notably Model European Union Strasbourg and Young European Council. She is pursuing her passion for
European and International Law at the University of Maastricht, Netherlands. Her main focus of interest
are legal policies of the EU and Sino-European relations.

ALEKSANDRA TKACZYK
Position: Participant, Logistics Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: International Relations
Student of International Relations with the specialized field in global trade policy. Her interests range from
developing countries (mainly of Latin America) to South European regions. She speaks fluent English,
advanced Italian, and is anticipating to begin learning Spanish. Chinese is next in this line.

MAŁGORZATA ZACHEJA
Position: Participant, Logistics Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: American Studies
She gained her experience in an international environment through volunteering at many Englishspeaking conferences. She is a year representative at her Faculty. She is interested in the U.S. – China
foreign relations and cultural differences in business communication. She speaks English and French
fluently and is currently learning Chinese and Italian.

ŻANETA BĄCZYK
Position: Participant, Logistics Team
University: Warsaw University of Life and Science
Major: Renewable Energy Technologies
She is an energy engineer. She worked in one of the large energy companies, TAURON Polska Energia
S.A. She is working on the development of an innovative project to supply self-sufficient buildings. She is
fascinated by Chinese culture. She speaks English and learns Chinese and Russian.

KRZYSZTOF FLORCZYK
Position: Participant, Logistics Team
University: University of Warsaw
Major: Law
Second-year student of Warsaw School of Economics and fourth year Master’s degree student of the
Faculty of Law and Administration at the University of Warsaw. Fascinated by Chinese culture and tradition,
interested in current geopolitical situation. He speaks English and Russian but also plans to improve his
Chinese. His main passion is playing the piano, mostly Chopin.
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WARSAW – BEIJING FORUM 2015
WARSAW EDITION: May 20th — 25th

The first part of the Forum was held in Warsaw
between May 20th-27th, 2015.
Students from Beijing and Poland took part
in lectures, workshops and meetings with the most
prominent and experienced Polish and foreign
economists, lawyers, financiers, business experts
and scholars, who have been gathered around
one idea, “Youth for Business”. The diversity of
the meetings allowed the Chinese students to
gain knowledge about Poland, its history, culture,
economy and legal system.
The participants included the most ambitious and
talented students from Poland and China – young
people who have proven once again that youth are
eager both to learn from the best and to share their
innovative ideas with the world.
Not only the knowledge has been shared during this
week, but also new ideas have been shaped, so that
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Polish and Chinese Students made the most of the
Forum. All the events provided a great professional
inspiration and an unique networking opportunity.
We are proud to announce that this one-week event
has been the greatest students’ conference focused
on Polish and Chinese cooperation. Thanks to the
media coverage, the valuable ideas presented at
the Forum have been communicated to a wider
audience.
We would like to extend our gratitude to all
our current sponsors, attendees and especially
the speakers who made this event possible,
and encourage new partners to start a fruitful
cooperation.
Please find below a short summary of every event
conducted during the first part of the WarsawBeijing Forum.
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Warsaw Edition Opening Conference

Wednesday, May 20th 2015

The Opening Conference of the Forum was held
in Tyszkiewicz–Potocki Palace. The Forum was
opened by the Mayor of Warsaw, Prof. Hanna
Gronkiewicz-Waltz. Then, Paulina Uznańska, the
Main Coordinator, introduced the project and its
importance on a Polish scale. Prof. Alojzy Z. Nowak,
Vice-Rector for Research and Liaison, spoke about
cooperation between Polish-Chinese students,
making way to Doctor Grzebyk’s speech. Dr Grzebyk,
the Academic Supervisor of Warsaw-Beijing Forum,
told the audience that our project is a beginning to
an academic exchange between Poland and China.

Later, Prof. Liu thanked for the China University
of Political Science and Law and the University of
Warsaw’s exchange during Warsaw-Beijing Forum
and expressed his hope for the continuation of the
project. The official part of the Opening Conference
ended with Prof. Góralczyk’s speech about SinoPolish relations, followed by a short debate with
questions from the audience. During the Opening
Conference, we expressed our deepest gratitude to
our Honorary Guests, Sponsors, Partners and Media
Representatives, for the incredible amount of faith
put into our project.
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Thursday

May 21st 2015
Trinity Culture Lab
The official part of Warsaw-Beijing Forum started with a lecture by Mr Piotr
Frankowski from Trinity Culture Lab. The subject of the lecture was: “How Peasants
Became Polish Noblemen and What Happened Next.” Mr Piotr Frankowski with
a great passion characterized the role of geopolitics on shaping Poland’s history.
He also explained some keywords and phrases used to describe the changing
Poland. The lecture put emphasis on honor and sense of Polish identity and how
through education peasants started to think of themselves as Poles.

The World Bank
The World Bank’s analyst has brought up the issue that concerned supporting
innovation and new business in Poland. He spoke about Polish innovations
which face a number of legal and economic challenges. Our expert also explained
to Chinese students that Poland is one of the most supported countries in the
European Union when it comes to funding. Even though the country is an European
Union leader in EU spending money, it needs to specialize more and invest in
entrepreneurship. Finishing his presentation, he showed us how the World Bank
classifies different types of firms.

Elżanowski, Cherka & Wąsowski Law Office
A meeting with Elżanowski, Cherka & Wąsowski Law Office covered an overview
of the National Centre for Research and Development. The Centre was appointed
in 2007 as an entity in charge of the performance of the tasks within the area of
national science and technology, and innovation policies. When it was founded,
it was the first entity of this type, created as the platform of an effective dialogue
between the scientists and business communities. NCRD became one of the
greatest innovation centres in Poland. We talked about the financing and legal
status of the Centre, as well as its strategic programmes, both domestic and
international.

Fryderyk Chopin Museum and dinner with Elżankowski,
Cherka & Wąsowski Law Office
Knowing that Chinese students associate Poland with a homeland of Fryderyk
Chopin, due to the kindness of Elżankowski, Cherka & Wąsowski Law Office, we
visited musician’s Muzeum in Warsaw. The museum’s exhibits make up the world’s
richest and most varied collection of memorabilia related to both Chopin as an
individual, and his work. After the tour, the Law Office arranged the dinner during
which the Forum participants exchanged ideas after an intensive day of lectures
and workshops.
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Friday

May 22nd 2015
Chinese for Business
Polish entrepreneurs are increasingly willing to seek business partners in
China. Therefore, the next day of the project was opened by the meeting with
a representative of the Chinese4Business, a platform that allows Europeans to get
acquainted with Chinese culture, language and business customs. During a short
presentation, participants of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum could learn the basic
differences between the European and Chinese approach to the business. They
also got to know many details about Chinese business etiquette. The presentation
was enriched with facts from the history of Polish-Chinese business relations.

Lecture by Professor Franciszek Longchamps de Berier
Professor Franciszek Longchamps de Berier is one of the most prominent Polish
experts specializing in the Roman law. He gave a lecture on the common roots of
European and Chinese legal system. These two legal systems seem to be quite
different at first. However, Professor Longchamps de Berier found several links
that connect them. He noted some common features that stem directly from the
Roman legal tradition.

The Polish Institute of International Affairs
Polish Institute of International Affairs is a leading think tank that conducts
original, policy-focused research. It also contributes to wider debates on
international relations in Europe and beyond. During the meeting with its experts,
the participants of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum could take part in analyzing the
relationships that connect China with the European Union. Special attention
has been focused on the plans of building a modern Silk Road. Improving trade
transport and communication between the EU area and China could leap forward
in trade and higher profits for European and Chinese economy.

Royal Łazienki Museum in Warsaw sightseeing with Sinopol
Foundation for Chinese – Polish Economic and Cultural
Exchange
The Forum participants visited Łazienki Park together with Sinopo Foundation.
Chinese students were impressed by the palaces and gardens complex. The
Foundation representative spoke about the historical background of the park.
A Chinese Garden in the Royal Baths, complete with pond, bridge and pavilions in
an Orientalist style, was a great surprise for the foreign students.
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Monday

May 25rd 2015
DLA Piper Wiater
DLA Piper Wiater provided Chinese students with useful information about
companies in Poland: from knowledge on how to start and set up a company,
hiring regulations, basic information about partnerships and types of companies
in Poland. They also compared them with Chinese counterparts. The Forum
participants learned practical information about setting up, internal structure,
board and registration of a Limited Liability Company. DLA Piper highlighted
possible obstacles in conducting business activities resulting from the origin of the
investor and gave us solutions to overcome. The visit ended with a Q&A session and
a short overlook on the financing transactions in Poland.

Miller Canfield Law Firm
Doctor Konrad Marciniuk from Miller Canfield discussed the source of European Law
with the students. He also presented the rules of their usage in Polish legal system.
Then, he briefly introduced how the Polish legal system works. Further, he showed
legal forms used to establish a business in Poland, especially LLC. Dr Marciniuk
compared branch and agency with Polish subsidiary of Chinese entrepreneur. He
presented the Forum participants a brief summary of the Real Estate Law, labour
and employment, competition and consumer protection, Intellectual Property
Law, taxes and litigation; in short an essential knowledge needed to establish
a company.

Kutno Terminal - PCC Intermodal
After a day of legal cases, the students went on a field trip to Kutno to visit our
Partner, PCC Intermodal S.A. The meeting gave them a brief history on terminal
services and presented broad range of offered services. PCC Intermodal S.A. is
a leader among private intermodal transport operators. Terminal in Kutno is
the first center of logistics and container handling which enables time and costs
efficiency in handling cargo coming to the central Poland from the west, east, and
the sea ports (north – south trade corridors.) Students had a chance to walk around
the Terminal filled with gantry cranes and reach stackers.
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Tuesday

May 26th 2015
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
The day began with a lecture from Zbigniew Czech from the Polish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. He focused on the issues of international law and dispute
settlement. After the guest’s presentation, a discussion regarding the
very nature of international law broke out. The expert emphasized the
difficulty of enforcement without a penal system. The discussion went on
covering areas such as the group of emerging powers known as the BRICS
countries and Rwanda genocide. Both Polish and Chinese participants were
really interested in the very nature of international law and its impact on
international community.

Sdzlegal Schindhelm
A meeting with representatives of the Sdzlegal Schindhelm, Raymond Kok
and Doctor Agnieszka Łuszpak-Zając was titled: “Joint Ventures between
Polish and Chinese Companies in China and Poland”. Students were divided
into small groups to discuss ideas for Polish-Chinese joint ventures and
possible difficulties resulting from thereof. Later the ideas were confronted
and the conclusion showed that in order to build a sustainable PolishChinese venture, there is a need to create a common ground and have
a good understanding of shared goals for the future. Afterwards the experts
talked about different types of joint ventures in Poland, process of company
formation and the reasons and possible problems of investing in Poland.
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Wednesday
May 27th 2015

The World Bank
Another meeting with the World Bank was conducted by Leszek Kąsek, Senior
Economist of the Bank. Our expert talked about renewable energy in the electricity
mix in Poland. He briefly introduced the topic, offering some insights into the
renewable energy , as well as comparing the use of renewable energy in the world.
The economist also explained the process of the decarbonization. After discussing
the global context, he focused on the European Union and presented different
types of renewable energy technologies available in this region. Furthermore,
students found out how geological conditions affect the use of renewable energy
sources in Poland.

Deloitte
The meeting was led by Yunhao Luo, a Director Assistant at Deloitte Chinese services
group. During the meeting, he shared his experience of studying in Poland and the
career opportunities for foreigners living here. He noted that there are a few key
differences in Polish and Chinese education systems, mainly concerning the style
of teaching and learning materials. He also mentioned the cultural differences
encountered since he moved to Poland. This meeting was very engaging for our
Chinese students who eagerly asked questions on many aspects of living, working
and studying in Poland. This type of knowledge is particularly important for the
future careers of the students.

“New Chinese Model of Development and Its Global
Implications” - professor Bogdan Góralczyk
Professor Bogdan Góralczyk, who is a political scientist, sinologist, diplomat, and
journalist, gave a final lecture of the Warsaw part of the project. This eminent
diplomat, who specializes in contemporary international relations, spoke on the
Chinese way of development. He analyzed the last fifty years of Chinese history
and described a vision of development for the next decades. Particular attention
was put on the economic issues. Moreover, Professor Góralczyk mentioned some
significant events that had occurred recently - he spoke about Chinese alternative
to the World Bank, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and Chinese plans to
introduce a new global currency.
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WARSAW – BEIJING FORUM 2015
BEIJING EDITION: October 14th - 21st

The second part of the Forum was held in Beijing
between October 14th-21st, 2015.
Similarly to the Warsaw Part of our Forum which
took place in May, students from China and Poland
participated in various lectures, workshops, casestudies and meetings. The events took part both at
the China University of Political Science and Law,
as well as at the premises of the Partners. We were
honored as well to be invited by His Excellency,
Polish Ambassador Miroslaw Gajewski to the
Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Beijing.
During this one-week conference students had
a chance to meet directly the most prominent
foreign lawyers and scholars representing the
Chinese society as well as global, international
corporations situated in Beijing. Those meetings,
combined with cultural events and sightseeing,
gave participants a broad insight into the Chinese
culture and history together with the legal system
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and the economy. All the events of the Beijing
Part of the Forum provided a great professional
inspiration for participants, food for thought and an
unique networking opportunity between students
from China and Poland.
We are proud to announce that this part of the
Warsaw-Beijing Forum has been the greatest
students’ conference focused on Polish and Chinese
cooperation organized at the China University of
Political Science and Law yet.
Below please find a short summary of every event
held during the Beijing part of the Warsaw-Beijing
Forum: Youth for Business.
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Beijing Edition Opening Conference

Wednesday, October 14th 2015

The Opening Conference of the Forum was held
in the Huicheng Law Firm. It was opened by Mr.
Fan Shiwen, the Director of the company. Then,
Professor Xue Gangling and Professor Wang Xinyu
welcomed the Polish team and introduced the
project and its importance to the Chinese media
representatives. They also expressed their hope
for continuing the project and expanding its scope
in the future. After the professors from China
University of Political Science and Law finished
their speeches, it was Poland’s turn to thank the
Chinese side for all their hard work. Professor

Tomasz Giaro, Deputy Dean for Legal Research and
International Cooperation at the Law Faculty of the
University of Warsaw, spoke about the cooperation
between Polish and Chinese students. Later, Doctor
Grzebyk, our academic tutor, highlighted the
importance of our project in the development of
bilateral partnership between Poland and China.
The official part of the Opening Conference ended
with an office tour of the Huicheng Law Firm, the
Main Sponsor of the Beijing Part.
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Thursday

October 15th 2015
Department of Judicial Assistance and Foreign Affairs
Zhang Xiaoming, a deputy director of Judicial Assistance and Foreign Affairs
Department of the Ministry of Justice conducted the lecture about the criminal
justice system and its practices in China. The ministry representative spoke on
the four different jurisdictions that are current in the People’s Republic of China.
He also briefly introduced the China’s current legislation structure. The deputy
mentioned that Poland was chosen as the first foreign country to sign mutual legal
assistance agreement (MLAA) for the purpose of providing mutual assistance in
investigations and prosecutions related to criminal matters.

Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Beijing
The meeting in the Embassy concerned various aspects of Polish-Chinese
cooperation. After a formal greeting by His Excellency, Polish Ambassador to
China Mr Mirosław Gajewski, the Forum participants had an opportunity to talk
with a group of Polish diplomats about the development of bilateral economic
cooperation and promotion of Poland in China. Other topics of discussion were the
present and future efforts taken to strengthen academic, economic, and political
relationship between both countries. During the visit students had a chance to walk
around the Polish Embassy which is one of Poland’s largest overseas embassies.

Prof. Franciszek Longchamps de Berier
Professor Franciszek Longchamps de Berier, an expert specializing in Roman law,
gave a similar lecture to the one presented during the Warsaw part of the conference
entitled “Common roots of Chinese and European Systems from Roman Law
Perspective”. He explained the European legal tradition and codifications to the
Chinese students. The expert also mentioned that in order to carry out the proper
interpretation of binding regulations, it is necessary to describe the values and
principles expressed in individual provisions of law, statutes, and courts sentences.

Cultural workshop
At the end of the day the Beijing team prepared a Chinese calligraphy lesson. They
demonstrated and explained calligraphy brush stroke technique. Polish students
had a chance to write basic characters using brush and ink. The cultural evening
ended with a musical touch. The performer gave a marvelous concert playing on
a traditional Chinese instrument, guzheng.
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Friday

October 16th 2015
Hyleen Capital
During the meeting at Hyleen Capital we had a chance to familarize ourselves
with basic aspects of private equity investments. Hyleen Capital’s experts briefly
described the history of PE in China: the early beginnings in the 90s and the
increasing number of investments in the past decade. They also explained possible
future development of PE, as Chinese booming market is attracting significant
attention from global investors Together with Hyleen Capital’s representants we
then analyzed real-life cases of PE Investement such as taobao.com, alipay.com,
tmail.com and many others.

W&H law Firm
Representant of W&H law firm, a leading firm in China, awarded with many
prestigious awards such as “Beijing Municipality Oustanding Law Firm”, presented
a lecture “The application of law on FDI”. As there are different forms of Foreign
Direct Investment, mainly: equity joint ventures (EJVs), cooperative joint ventures
(CJVs) and wholly foreign owned enterprises (WFOEs), W&H’s expert described each
of them and explained the differences between them. The lecture also addressed
legal issues associated with FDI.
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Monday

October 19th 2015
East&Concord Partner
The law firm’s experts conducted a workshop on a development of publicprivate partnerships in China. During the meeting, students learned more
about opportunities and threats of public-private partnership (PPP) and the
characteristics of the cooperation of private and public parties in such projects in
China. The experts also presented most important PPP projects and main areas of
putting PPP into practice.

Lecture by professor Guo Chen
Professor Guo Chen from China University of Political Science and Law gave
a lecture on Chinese and Polish commercial and company law. Tackling the subject
from the perspective of modern economic development, the Professor compared
both Poland’s and China’s legal systems. Students had a chance to deepen their
understanding of the economic reforms implemented by Deng Xiaoping and the
development of legislature in the times of Mao Zedong’s leadership. Moreover,
Professor Guo Chen discussed the present legal system of the People’s Republic of
China and the influence of China’s legal tradition on modern legal culture.

Lecture by professor Tomasza Giaro
During the lecture, Professor Tomasz Giaro presented European legal tradition and
the key features of judicial system in civil law. Chinese students were particularly
interested in European legislature, mainly rule-making process and the application
of the law. The key point of the lecture was the description of the main institutions
of private law in continental Europe and their purpose.
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Tuesday

October 20th 2015
Huicheng Law Firm
Beijing Huicheng Law Firm, the main sponsor of the Beijing Part of the
Project, ownes 16 branch offices around China (in inter alia Shanghai,
Jinan, Dongguan, Nantong, Shenyang, Nanjing, Kunshan, Zhengzhou,
Xi’an, Wuhan) what makes them the leading Chinese law corporation. The
attorneys of the Huicheng Law Firm prepared 2 blocks lecture. During the
first one Participants got familiar with an arbitration proceedings in China,
basic regulations of the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1958) known as “the New York Convention”
and The China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission
(CIETAC). While during the second part attorneys introduced us to the
most important aspects of the cross border transactions such as taxation
advisory and administrative requirements.

Tiantong & Partners Law Firm
Tiantong Law Firm, which is known for its effectiveness in winning second
trial and appeal cases (the success rate is over 90%), gave the Participants
a great lecture on “Developments of Chinese Arbitration Law and Practice”.
Warsaw-Beijing Forum members also had the chance to visit its impressive
headquarters set up right by the Forbidden City. The especially quint part
of the office was a moot court room where attorneys and clients prepare for
the trials

DLA Piper
The meeting with the Beijing branch of the worldwide law corporation DLA PIPER got an interesting and very educating form. The partners of each
departments: the Intelectual Property and Technology department, Tax
department, Labor Law department, Finance department, and Litigation
and Investigation department made a brief introduction to “Doing Business
in China” topic, each from the perspective of their specialization. It was also
an unique chance for all law faculty students to see in practice which filed
law suits them most.
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Wednesday

October 21st 2015
Deloitte
Deloitte, the largest professional services network providing audit, tax consulting,
enterprise risk, and financial advisory services in over 150 countries, conducted
a workshop for students. Director of Deloitte GSCG, based in Beijing, enlightened
structure and activities of Global Chinese Services Group. The Second part of the
meeting concerned mergers and acquisitions. Deloitte representative pointed out
sectors in which M&A occurs and gave many practical examples. Students also had
an opportunity to broader their knowledge concerning International Tax & Crossborder Investments. Absorbing Q&A section concerned the meeting’s subject as
well as general Euro-Asian business relations.

The Supreme People’s Court of PRC
Meeting with Shen Hongyu, a Judge of the Four Civil Division Supreme People’s
Court of China covered Chinese Judicial System and International Disputes
Adjudication. The expert briefly introduced Chinese judiciary system and together
with Polish students made a comparison of Polish and Chinese Judicial System.
Throughout analyzing the cases the participants got to know the way Chinese courts
deal with civil cases. Last part of the workshop was based on the specific features
of international civil and commercial disputes resolution in China. Students had
an opportunity to solve the cases and discuss them with an expert.
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Shanghai meeting

October 23rd 2015
KGHM

Polish participants of Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business participated
in a meeting with Mr. Michał Jezioro – CEO of KGHM Shanghai at company’s
headquarters. The expert shared his experience in doing business with the Chinese
and presented main characteristics of this cooperation. Furthermore, Mr. Jezioro
made a quick SWOT analysis showing strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats for Polish companies entering Chinese market. KGHM Shanghai’s CEO
also pointed out the most attractive sectors for entrepreneurs from Poland. The
workshop was full of hints on starting a professional career in Asia as well as
remarks of living in China for a few years.
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TESTIMONIALS
‘‘

The substantive level of the Forum, as well as logistic and promotional level, including materials
published and activities taken, was very high. The organizers have shown a high level of
professionalism and personal culture during cooperation and preparation of the project events.
We value the level of care given to the PIIA as the project’s partner a lot. The organisers discharged
well from the obligations and plans pledged. We observe the project’s development every year and
we are glad that we are a part of it. We wish the Forum a similar success in next editions and we
offer an invitation for further partnership.

- The Polish Institute of International Affairs (PIIA)

‘‘

As a Mayor of Warsaw, I am happy that such initiatives as the Warsaw-Beijing Forum are developing
our city and making Warsaw one of the most dynamically developing European cities in terms of
science, culture, and business. I believe that by learning from each other and sharing our experience
and knowledge together we can create a development opportunities for our cities and countries.

- prof. Hanna Gronkiewicz-Waltz, the Mayor of Warsaw

‘‘

The Forum can help Chinese students understand more about Polish and European law. I think this
project is highly meaningful, because of its kind of academic cooperation between students from
two different countries. Due to the dialogue, we can do more to promote the development of both
legal systems. In addition, the Forum can help young professionals to gain different knowledge
from each other. At last, I wish the Forum and both Polish and Chinese students and teachers a
great success. Our firm is always eager to support prominent students.

- Wang Bing, Partner of Huicheng Law Firm

‘‘

Warsaw-Beijing Forum proves that once young, highly motivated and hard-working people are
equipped with the instruments and tools necessary to run an international project, they are acting
like real professionals. In two years-time Polish and Chinese students have organized platform for
communication between two universities and two countries. Now is the moment to concentrate
more on the content of all kind of activities within Warsaw-Beijing Forum. I do hope the project will
be a chance to deepen students’ knowledge and understanding of both China and Poland. Next
decades will be characterized by an intensive cooperation with China and we need to prepare for
that. If at the same time you can be a part of the project, cooperate with the best students, learn
from them and have a lot fun, then being an academic supervisor is a real pleasure.

- dr Piotr Grzebyk, Warsaw-Beijing Forum’s Academic Supervisor
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CONTACT
Dr Piotr Grzebyk

Project Academic Supervisor
mobile: +48 506 019 551
e-mail: p.grzebyk@wpia.uw.edu.pl

Krzysztof Florczyk

Project Main Coordinator
Marketing Coordinator
mobile: +48 694 007 666
e-mail: marketing@warsaw-beijing.pl

Dieu Hang Do Van

Partners Coordinator
mobile: +48 889 139 233
e-mail: partners@warsaw-beijing.pl

Olga Smętek

Marketing Coordinator
mobile: +48 608 010 355
e-mail: marketing@warsaw-beijing.pl

Michał Stochmal

Finance Coordinator
mobile: +48 512 278 735
e-mail: finance@warsaw-beijing.pl

Małgorzata Zacheja

Logistics Coordinator
mobile: +48 510 063 798
e-mail: logistics@warsaw-beijing.pl

Katarzyna Olszewska

AAR Graphic Designer
mobile: +48 603 51 39 21
e-mail: olszewska.kat@gmail.com
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